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Comments I think most people will have stated all the relevant reasons why this application for an incinerator
should not be built. Firstly and foremost there is actually no need for one as the proposal for a waste
disposal unit has already been passed on this site and meets the requirements of the amount of waste
in West Sussex that we have to dispose of. The incinerator will mean we will be disposing of waste
coming from all over the country down to our little costal rural area on our completely unsuitable little
country roads. A similar plant is actually being started in Horsham a much more central and suitable
location by far. We have a 5 year housing supply to meet and this incinerator could be really
detrimental to that supply as 1,500 homes are being considered on the Ford airfield aswell and the 2
applications do not go hand in hand. We have the matter of toxic emissions into our air that it will
produce and it WILL produce waste products however much anyone reassures us that they will be
filtered. It is also damaging to our climate emergency and the need to recycle and reuse as an
incinerator encourages communities to throw things away as statistics have proven . Not to mention
the blot on the landscape it will create for many miles around. The proposers of this monster have said
they have gone away and considered the views of the public and have returned with this slightly
modified proposal. If they had listen to the voice of the public at all they would have actually removed
the application completely!!! Amanda Worne District Councillor for Yapton,Ford and Clymping .
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